"I am very impressed with IV Organic 3-in-1 Plant Guard that offers organic protection against both pests and sun damage, in 3 different colors to address most any garden application. We are proud to be involved in the trial of this product in our organic fruit orchard at the Sylmar Agricultural Learning Center." -- Steve List, Sylmar Agricultural Center

"3 in 1 works! Seeing is believing." - Baron

"I will be a lifetime customer of this product. If you live in an area that gets very hot and you want to protect your plants, I fully suggest you get this product and see for yourself." - Sergio in Temecula, CA

"...my trees are still in good shape after this cold rainy winter. [IV Organic] has kept the rodents off the tree bark and has protected my trees from sun scald. IV Organic really is a good product and I would recommend and buy it again and again." Erika

"So easy to use. Love that it’s organic too!" - Berkie2Love

"Our citrus trees were having a hard time in the current drought. After one use, our trees look much happier. Would high recommend if sun or bugs are stressing out your trees." - SMBR

"I used IV Organic on my fruit trees this winter and it has done wonders on protecting them from our triple digit summer heat we get here close to desert area climate. I love it. Thank you again." - Kathy

"I am so glad I have IV Organic because I know the tender trunks of my 3 indoor trees will not get sunburnt inside the sliding glass doors! Sis says she’s never seen any of my citrus look as good as now!!! Again, you’ve brought the excitement AND SUCCESS back into my pursuing of a mini citrus grove here in Canton, Illinois!" —Al Willcoxen

"Really good stuff" - Manny

"Used on 4 small trees and still have half can. Works well, one tree was dying due to sun burn applied IV Organics and boom 2wks later growing even better. Completely happy with purchase..." - Ralph

"Helped in protecting my trees from sunburn where temps have reached 110 deg." - Wooddell

"I planted tons of Fall bulbs and a week later they were eaten by critters. I replanted the bulbs and dipped them before planting. I used a one gallon plastic bag to coat the bulbs in by shaking before planting. It's been over a month and no critters have eaten my bulbs. I am very happy with this product and will use it each year before I put my bulbs in the ground. -- AmazonGardener"